Quick Start Guide

About the Quick Start Guide
AcclaimIP is a complex software product containing 120 million patent documents updated from
dozens of diﬀerent data sources. It has been under development since 2010 with about three
updates each month.
Mastering the software can take some time, but most users ﬁnd they can get a good degree of
competence in just a couple of hours, especially if they have a solid foundation in patents.
This guide is not a step-by-step tutorial, but rather designed to get you up-to-speed with the software
as quickly as possible. Each page covers one topic and gives you an overview of key capabilities of
each major function, and how/where to access them.
You’ll ﬁnd with a little trial and error; you’ll be running like a pro in no time.
For a more detailed user manual go to ….
http://help.AcclaimIP.com
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Application Login & Layout
Login
Login to AcclaimIP by clicking Login in the upper right of the AcclaimIP.com website. Your login ID is your email
address. An administrator will give you a temporary password which must be reset the ﬁrst time you login.

Layout
AcclaimIP is laid out with a desktop metaphor, more invocative of an operating system than a typical web
application. Similar to an O/S, this layout better supports multi-tasking, and real-world research tangents
necessary in most search projects. AcclaimIP scales to any size display.

Windowing Layout

Grouped Paging

Tangential Research

Window Locking

Purpose-built windows
perform speciﬁc tasks such
as review a set in the Search
Results or present a speciﬁc
patent in the Doc Details.

Windows such as the Doc
Details, Search Results, PDF,
PAR and Figure Viewer are
tied together so they all
page at the same time.

You won’t lose your place if
you decide to investigate
something that comes up.
New windows appear.

To save real estate, some
windows are replaced with
new content every time they
load. To prevent this, click
the Lock icon and a new
window will open.
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Search Tabs
Quick Search
Basic form for initiating
keyword searches and
advanced Synax.

!
Search

Fielded Search
Basic form for initiating
common searches.

Search Window
Searches are started with the Search Window. Open the window by
clicking the Search icon on AcclaimIP’s desktop. The top of the
window shows a row of eight tabs for searching from various points
of view. You’ll notice that the Search Options ﬁeld-set is consistent
across many of the tabs where you set some basic parameters.
Initiate your searches from the Search window, but once a search is
run, all subsequent reﬁnements are done in the Search Result
Window’s reﬁne panel.

Query Builder
Advanced query builder
allowing for use of all
ﬁeld codes and nested
clauses.

Family Search Mode

Turn on to search patent
families as a single asset.

Number Search
Paste up to 5000
document numbers.
Patent Owners

Search Tabs

Hide/Show

Select tab to ﬁnd
your favorite
search form.

Simplify the
Search Options
Field-set.

Easy form for ﬁnding
patents owned by
patent owners.

Search Options

Natural Language
Returns related
documents from a
pasted paragraph of
text.
Search Strategies
Canned forms targeted
at speciﬁc search
strategies.

Parameters set
here ﬂow through
to reﬁne panel in
Search Results.

Keywords &
Syntax
Type keywords,
ﬁeld codes,
Boolean
operaters and
advanced syntax.

Search History
Remembers searches
performed and
documents viewed for
two months.

Help
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Field Code
Window
Guide & Code
References.

Field Codes
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Search
Run Search &
Open Search
Results.
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Search Result Window
The search result window contains all the tools for reﬁning searches, reviewing documents, analyzing results
with charts, exporting and setting alerts.
Expand all Rows

Toolbar

Opens expander rows
displaying either biblio or full
ﬁgures depending on mode
selected in View menu.

Menus with additional
functions such as charting,
exports, and expander
row modes.

Switch to Family
Search Mode
Toggles results between
document and familycentric modes.

Your Search
Original
search can be
modiﬁed from
the top of the
reﬁne panel.

Filters
Filter results
by any of the
38 ﬁlters.
Select gear
icon to modify
ﬁlter display
settings. An
unlimited
number of
ﬁlters can be
used based
on your
custom ﬁeld
data.

Search Result Grid
Drag & drop columns in any order. Click column headers to display up
to 70 diﬀerent data columns. Drag column widths. Sort by clicking
header row. Double-click to invert the sort order. Click gear icon in
upper right corner to set default grid preferences.

Grid Columns

Expander Rows

Filters

Set Analysis

Exports

Drag & Drop column
order. Display up to 70
columns. One click
sorting. Set default
preferences.

Change the content
displayed in expander
rows from biblio to
ﬁgure view from the
View menu.

38 pre-programmed
ﬁlters and unlimited
custom ﬁlters can be
displayed. Change the
order by clicking the
gear icon.

Analyze the search
results set with charts
found in the View menu.
Cluster search results
with concept mapping.

Export up to 70
columns of data, bulk
PDFs. Set column
order. Create column
proﬁles for easy recall.
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Expander Row Content
The expander rows in the Search Result grid can be toggled to display either the Biblio data, along with the
representative image, or the full set of images associated with each patent document displayed. When
searching in Family Mode, expander rows display a sub-grid listing the family members.
Select Expander Row View
Switch between Bibliographic
and Image views.

Hide/Show Abstract
Design patents do not have abstracts.
Free up space by optionally hide/show
abstract in ﬁgure position one.

Use of Space
Create even
more space by
collapsing the
reﬁne panel.

No. Pages of Images
Displays the full count of the
number of pags of images
indicating if you need to scroll right.

Inﬁnite Scrolling
Review thousands of ﬁgures with
inﬁnite scrolling option enabled
in the pagniation controls.

Multi-Mode Expanders

Hover Mouse to Zoom

Opening Expander Rows

Legacy Image Viewer

Switch from Bibliographic
to Image View in the
Expander Rows. Toggle
Ctrl-I to switch modes back
and forth.

Mouse-over any thumbnail
images and see a dynamic
zoomed in view. Double-click
to open full size image in its
own window.

Open expander rows
individually by clicking the !
icon in the far-left column.
Click the ! in the header to
expand the entire grid.

Choose View>Image View to
see the legacy image viewer.
It’s still handy for some ﬁgure
reviewing projects.
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Visualizations
Patent data can be analyzed in a number of charts which can be modiﬁed to tell the precise story you are
creating with the data. Choose from a variety of modiﬁable charts located in the Chart menu and export the
charts to your favorite graphics or data formats.
Modify Charting Parameters
Choose a chart from the Chart
menu on the Search results.
Modiﬁcation options appear in the
accordion panels on the left.

Pre-Programmed Splits
Common split types can be made
with a single click.

Export Options
Export chart graphics and/or data
from the hamburger menu.

Modify Labels
Titles and axes have default labels
which vary based on the chart run.
Modify the labels to add clarity to
your charts.

Chart Types

Data Types

Edit Charts

Export Charts

Choose from bar, pyramid,
bubble, longitudinal, line,
area, 3D column, pie and
maps.

Chart by assignee, agent,
country, classiﬁcations,
dates, inventors, citations
and maintenance/annuity
payments due.

Set text in title, subtitle, x
and y axes. Split by legal
status, display values or
chart multiple searches
together.

Export in your favorite
graphic format, or export
the values that make up
the chart to Excel.
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Document Details Window
The Doc Details window displays all the details printed on the patent as well as related data including family
(simple and extended), legal events, ﬁle wrapper, citations, rejections and other data in 15 sub-tabs.
Save to Folder

Patent Analysis Report

Quickly save documents to a
folder using the drop down.
The last folder used is always
in focus.

The PAR is a concise report
designed to summarize the
patent, and visualize trends
and competitive issues.

Find Similar Patents
One click is all it takes to ﬁnd
related patent documents.

Navigation
Paging patents
follows the parent
search. Related
windows like Figure
Viewer, PDFs and
PARs paginate inline with details
window.

Modal Patent Score
Patents are scored with an
algorithm which measures each
patent’s strength from a series of
well understood data points.

Figure
Thumbnails
Hover mouse
to view larger
version, or
double click to
open full-scale
image viewer.

Tabular Details
Drag & drop taps in your prefered
order. Choose View>Split to view
two tabs simultaneously.
.

Compact View

Tombstone Data

Tabular Details

Patent Score

Quick Paging

Designed to put as
much information in
front of you as
possible. Choose
View>Split to view two
sub-tabs at once.

The key identifying data
always remains at the
top of the window
keeping you focused
on the document.

Patent Details are held
in 15 sub-tabs.
AcclaimIP remembers
the last tab in focus.
Drag & drop into
preferred order.

Score widget gives an
overall score, broken
down into Technology,
Legal and Citation
Components.

Browse large lists of
patent details by
paging with the arrow
keys. AcclaimIP
remembers which tabs
are in focus.
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Search Tabs

Find Similar Patents

One Click from DD

Finding similar patents combines language and classiﬁcation techniques to return
the best possible list of potentially related, similar or prior art patents. With one
click, AcclaimIP gives you excellent matches, and the tools you need to help the
search engine reﬁne the related art you are looking for.

A single click opens the
modiﬁed Search Results
window which supports
unique tasks for reﬁning
similar patent searches.
Similar Document
Explorer
Panel with dedicated
features for modifying
your natural language
search.

One Click to Start
Find Similar
Button
One click to initiate a
natural language
search for similar
patents.

Required Terms
Enter speciﬁc terms,
strings, or advanced
syntax to reﬁne your
search results.
Change Source Text
Switch from claim-toclaims matching to full
text with one click.
Prior Art Only
Limit returned results to
those with priority dates
earlier than the source
document.
Class Fingerprint
Automatically inserts a
special query that
inﬂuences the results by
the source document’s
CPC and IPC
classiﬁcation proﬁle.
Max No. Documents
Specify the maximum
number of results you
want the search engine
to return.

Similar Document Explorer Reﬁne Panel
Similar Document
Explorer
Special reﬁne panel
appears for interacting
with search engine.
Common tasks such as
requiring speciﬁc terms,
or using advanced syntax
lets you tell the search
engine what criteria
matching documents
must have.

Class Fingerprint
Applies a unique class
query to your natural
language search
identifying which patents
are also classiﬁed most
similar to the source
document.
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Patent Analysis Report (PAR)
The Patent Analysis Report is a concise patent summary including key value metrics and prosecution analytics.
Download the PAR from the Doc Details Window, or in Bulk from the Export menu.

Concise Patent Summary
The base PAR is designed to ﬁt comfortably on a single page for
eﬃcient sharing long documents. The PDF version includes
claim one only, and excludes the Speciﬁcation. Analytics called
“Snapshots” can be optionally added.

Snapshot Visualizations
Snapshots are visualizations realted to a single patent or
single patent family. Optionally, append the PAR with the
snapshots you pick from the Snapshots menu.
View PAR in Japanese or German by selecting from the
Language menu.

Patent Summary

Analytic Snapshots

Share with Colleagues

External PAR Viewer

PAR is deeply embedded in
AcclaimIP. Access from the
DD window, from exports,
via quick-copy links or in
the externally accessible
PAR reader.

Optionally append the PAR
witih one or more of the six
single patent analytics we
call “snapshots.”

PARs can be shared as PDF
ﬁles, quick-copy URLs, or in
exports for sharing with
non-AcclaimIP-user
colleagues.

We’ve designed a special
PAR viewer that includes
both the PAR and the
oﬃcial patent PDF for easy
sharing of single PARs or
thousands at a time.
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Forward and Reverse Rejection Data
Forward rejections are special citations when an examiner explicitly references a document in their novelty
(102) or obviousness (103.n) arguments. AcclaimIP parses these data from examiner oﬃce actions.

On the Doc Details Window
Foward and reverse rejection details
are found in a sub-tab in the
Document Details window. Data
displaying the rejection event, its
type, mailroom date and results are
shown. Click the O/A link to read the
examiner’s rejection argument.

Rejection Field Codes
38 available ﬁeld codes
and instructions on how
to use them are found in
the Help window.

Rejection-Based Search Strategies
To help create queries using advanced syntax, we’ve added
speciﬁc Search Strategies to cover most common rejection
queries which are included this form shown, as well as one
based on a Mad-Lib style.

102 and 103.n Rejections

Oﬃce Action Documents

Query Syntax

Exports & Alerts

Forward and reverse
rejections are marked as
either 102 or 103.n, where
the “n” denotes the order in
which a document was
referenced in an
obviousness argument.

AcclaimIP associates
competitors’ oﬃce actions
with your patents when
they are referenced in a
rejection argument. One
click to review the
examiner’s decision

38 unique ﬁeld codes are
included so you can
determine the who, what,
when and result of
rejection references.

Unique Excel export is
included giving you all
pertinent data for both the
blockiing and blocked
applications including the
current result of that block.
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Private Data and Custom Fields
Custom Data Fields allow users to annotate patents with private data. A robust security and authorization
model determines who has access and whether they are read-only, or can edit and export private data. Clients
use custom ﬁelds to collect data from SMEs, as well as to display data from their IPMs.
Export Private Data

Sortable in Search Result Grids

Collect data in AcclaimIP, then export
results to a spreadsheet for reporting.

Display an unlimited number of private data
ﬁelds in the grid.

Custom Field Codes
Deﬁne ﬁeld codes for
querying with ranges,
Empty/notEmpty, and
wildcards just like
standard data.

Custom Filters
Filters are
automatically available
for all custom ﬁelds
you set up.

View, Annotate or Edit from Doc Details
Depending on the permissions set, users can view and edit data
which is useful for marking and annotating patents during any
research project. Data is constantly indexed, allowing managers to
monitor progress of speciﬁc research tasks.

Eight Field Types

Workﬂow Integrations

Import and Export

Permission Model

Deﬁne ﬁelds for text,
integers, decimals, dates,
URLs, tags, Booleans,
integer-select, and stringselect.

Custom Field data are
integrated seamlessly in the
workﬂow on the Doc Details,
Search Results, Filters,
Exports, and Field Codes.

Export private data from the
normal Export window.
Import data using the import
utility located in
Start>Custom Fields>Upload
Custom Data.

Alerts are easiest to review
using the workﬂows
presented in the
application. Alerts are
processed on Tuesday
mornings ET.
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Alerts
Alerts were rebuilt from the bottom up in 2019 and include 44 speciﬁc events relating to a patent’s legal record,
maintenance fees, and ﬁle wrapper updates. In addition, we added email distribution lists, review workﬂows
and the ability to create watch lists based on single documents or entire patent families.
Alerts Window
The Alerts window displays each
alert in a bar chart. Click a bar to
drill into the Search Results
displaying that week’s hits. Click the
History button to review previous
week’s matches. Click the Edit icon
to make changes to your alerts.

Access Alerts
Open the Alerts window
from the purple tab on the
right edge of the
application.

Edit/Create Alerts

Base Query
Patents will match when they match both
the base query and the speciﬁc trigger event.

Email to Self/Colleagues
Click the Email Distribution
tab to email weekly alerts
results to yourself or your
colleagues.

Family Expansion
Turn on to match new publications in
matching families even if the family member
itself is not an explicit match.

44 Event Triggers

Integrated into Workﬂow

Email Distribution Lists

In App Notiﬁcations

Trigger events include new
publications, global legal
events, US ﬁle wrapper
events, and forward and
reverse rejection events.

On the Search Result and
the Doc Details windows,
notice an alert button with
options for appending to
an existing alert or
establishing a new one.

Send alerts to your
colleagues by adding them
to distribution lists. Emails
are sent via a white-listed
service.

Alerts are easiest to review
using the workﬂows
presented in the
application. Alerts are
processed on Tuesday
mornings ET.
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IP Strategy
Dashboards

Dashboards
AcclaimIP includes four unique dashboard layouts to analyze competitors, speciﬁc
technologies, law ﬁrm activity, and law ﬁrm competitive analysis. Access dashboards by clicking
on the IP Strategy Dashboards icon on AcclaimIP’s desktop. Dashboards are designed to be
syndicated to ANAQUA users.
Tabbed Topics
Each dashboard presents analyses divided
into topics in tabs located in the top row.

Create New / Edit
Hamburger menu in left
panel gives options for
creating new and editing
existing dashboards.

Saved Dashboards
Dashboards you create
appear in the accordionstyle ﬁelds below each
dashboard-type header.

Dashboard Types
Other dashboard types are
found in accordion panels
in the left navi.

Dashboard Management

Integrated with ANAQUA

Drillable Charts and Lists

Updated Daily

Dashboards are organized
by type, then alphabetically
in tabs in the left-most
panel. Double-click any
dashboard title to view.

Dashboards can be viewed
in ANAQUA. First login to
ANAQUA, then open
AcclaimIP via SSO to
associate the two accounts.

Dashboards report
summary content. Click
any chart element to review
the speciﬁc patents that are
represented.

Dashboards are
automatically updated as
new patent documents are
acquired. Recent Activity
tabs highlight these
changes.

